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Youre never alone with a Hinchdog! HinchDogs top of the line flashlight. Perfect for field scouting, adventure travel and emergency preparedness. Safe to store in a safe or deposit box. Ideal for protection against bears, wolves and other predators. When the power goes out, its who you want to be your HinchDog. This is one of the best selling and most popular
products on the Dark Circles market! An explosion of LED Cree XP-G3 die-hard tubes blazing with 1,500 lumens in high-output mode. The XP-G3 is easily recognized with its unique colour: Saturated red. Perfect to use at night to spot a car whilst walking the dog. Lets turn up the party with this fun toy. You can be seen from a mile away! The XP-G3 runs on three
AAA batteries and is great to have around for hunting and camping trips, or just to entertain your pet. The XP-G3 is also used to provide light for photography. The HinchDog's soft case makes it comfortable to hold. The HinchDog design is shown here with its The best in dog obedience and training. Even the smartest dog may not fully comprehend how the
HinchDog works, so dont worry. Each dog can easily learn what to do and when to do it. Best of all, the HinchDog can last for years! The HinchDog is an ideal safety device that anyone with a dog can carry. The HinchDog's many practical applications include: * Spotting cars, who knows? * As a night light * Catching animals by sight, who knows? * Protecting a
camp, who knows? * Keeping your dog out of the bathroom, who knows? * Preventing moles, who knows? * Maintain safety along a fence or boundary line, who knows? * Finding a lost pet, who knows? * Finding lost keys, who knows? * Finding water or a place to rest, who knows? * Safeguarding a home, who knows? * Spotting disease or injury, who knows? *
Tracking a criminal or an animal, who knows? * Tracking a car or person with GPS, who knows? * As a staff for service animals, who knows? * As an area-fills-all-the-
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